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Warner Music Posts $1.42B
Revenue in Quarter Boosted
By Publishing Growth
BY G L ENN P EO P L ES
Warner Music Group, helped by strong growth in its
Warner Chappell Music publishing segment, improved
its revenue 12.1% at constant currency (6.9% as reported) to $1.42 billion in the fiscal third quarter ended
June 30, the company announced Tuesday (Aug. 9).
Adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, amortization
and depreciation decreased 7% to $263 million.
WMG’s share price fell 9.1% to $29.13 on Tuesday
morning and ended the trading day at $29.50, down
7.9%.
The quarter’s results were impacted by “a slowdown in the advertising market and some one-off
items affecting year-over-year comparisons,” CEO
Steve Cooper said in a statement.
In its two previous earnings releases, WMG
explained some of the year-over-year change was
attributable to an expired licensing deal with a digital
service partner that produced an unfavorable comparison to the prior-year quarter. Additionally, online
advertising is a rare weakness for the music streaming
market.
As Billboard noted last week, Spotify experienced

a slowdown in advertising revenues in the last half
of June and advertising-driven companies such as
Alphabet and Snap reported lower-than-expected
second-quarter earnings.
Foreign exchange has been a major factor in international companies’ second-quarter earnings because
the U.S. dollar strengthened against currencies such as
the euro and Great British pound.
For WMG, which converts foreign sales into U.S.
dollars for reporting purposes, a strong dollar created
an unfavorable comparison. WMG’s international
segment, which accounted for 55% of the company’s
total revenue, generated revenue of $782 million in
the quarter.
That was a 14.3% improvement from the prior-year
quarter’s $684 million revenue at current-year exchange rates but just 4.7% higher than the as-reported
amount of $747 million. So, comparing the company’s
results at constant currency — which removes foreign
exchange changes — offers the best insight into its
performance over the year.
(continued)
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Digital revenue improved 5.7% at constant
currency or 1.7% as reported. Total streaming revenue improved 6.5% at constant
currency (2.7% as reported) due primarily to
a growth in music publishing streaming revenue of 34.6% at constant currency (29.6%
as reported), which includes a $17 million
benefit from the Copyright Royalty Board’s
ruling in Phonorecords III.
Recorded music streaming increased 2.7%
at constant currency (down 1% as reported).
That single-digit growth figure stemmed
from licensing deals and an $11 million
“catch-up” payment in the prior-year period.
Despite continued streaming growth, digital’s share of total revenue fell from 69.3%
to 65.9%.
The publishing segment improved 34.6%
(29.6% as reported) to $245 million on the
strength of streaming growth, the one-time
CRB rate benefit, and timing of new licensing deals. Performance royalties grew 80%
at constant currency (66.7% as reported) to
$45 million as fee-paying businesses such as
venues, bars and restaurants continued to
recover from a COVID-related slowdown.
Digital was the greatest gainer in dollar
terms, jumping 32.1% at constant currency
(27.4% as reported) to $144 million. Mechanical royalties dropped 9.1% at constant
currency (-23.1% as reported) to $10 million.
Synchronization royalties climbed 20.6% to
$41 million.
In WMG’s recorded music segment, reve-

nues rose 8.5% at constant currency (3.2% as
reported) to $1.19 billion. Expanded rights
revenue improved 55.7% to $190 million at
constant currency (42.9% as reported) due
to an increase in concert promotion revenue
following the disruption of the touring business in 2021.
Physical sales of $123 million were up
1.7% at constant currency (down 5.4% as
reported). Digital revenues accounted for
67.4% of recorded music revenue, down
from 70.7% in the prior-year period, due
mainly to the growth of expanded rights.

How Did Two
Unknown Latin
Music Operators
Make $23 Million
From YouTube?
The IRS Says
They Stole It
BY KRISTIN ROBINSON

I

t was hard to miss Jose “Chenel”
Medina Teran driving a lime-green
Lamborghini Aventador around West
Phoenix. With its butterfly doors
and leather interior, the garish sports car,
which costs upward of $390,000 new, could
often be spotted parked outside nightclubs, restaurants and even Walmart. For
locals, it served as a quasi-tracking device
for Teran’s whereabouts and was a neon
reminder of his sudden, outsize wealth.
“You knew where he was eating [by where]
he was parked,” says Ricardo (a pseudonym
to protect his identity), an accomplished
entrepreneur in the Arizona city’s growing
Latin music business.
Teran’s rise from middle-class comfort
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and might not be noticed. This is especially
prevalent on the music publishing side,
where there are usually more rights holders
— particularly on contemporary songs that
credit many songwriters — so the division
of ownership and royalties can be more difficult to track. If one or more of the songwriters is known to be without a publisher,
there is a strong chance that the writer does
not know if their share of the composition
is being claimed correctly. MediaMuv, in
contrast, often claimed 100% of royalties for
master recordings or publishing.
YouTube’s content management system (CMS), or “content manager,” and its
Content ID tool, which identifies matching sound recordings, enables larger rights
holders — including labels, publishers and
multichannel networks — to monitor royalty
collection and metadata for their musical
copyrights. “These scams happen all the
time in every sector, on every service, and
also within music rights collections agencies
around the world,” says Jeff Price, founder
of TuneCore, a global distributor and music
publishing administrator; Audiam, a rights
management company; and founder/CEO
of Word Collections, a global copyright administration company. “The upside is when
they happen on YouTube, the system they
built allows for greater transparency and
the ability to identify and potentially fix the
problem.”
However, that transparency is not accessible to everyone. YouTube’s CMS and Content ID tools are available only to select users approved by the video-sharing platform.
This means that many artists, songwriters
and their teams — especially less established
ones — are not able to monitor their copyrights and royalty collection on YouTube on
their own.
“It was nearly impossible for us to know
we were stolen from,” says Edgar Rueda,
manager for Latin acts Samuray, Celso Piña
and Los Chicos de Barrio, who also were
victims of MediaMuv. Rueda did not have
access to YouTube’s CMS or Content ID to
monitor his artists’-controlled works on his
own. “Samuray had something like $65,000
stolen by MediaMuv, but we didn’t even
know there was money there,” he says. It’s a
common complaint from managers and art-

ists targeted by MediaMuv, most of whom
assume that once their music was distributed to audio streaming platforms, their
metadata would be automatically correct,
ready for YouTube royalty collection.
In an effort to remove some of these barriers, Maria Schneider, a Grammy-winning
jazz musician and advocate for independent
artists, and a company called Pirate Monitor
filed a proposed class-action lawsuit against
YouTube in July 2020, alleging that ordinary
creators of copyrighted works are “left
behind by YouTube’s copyright enforcement system” and that they are forced to
police their own copyrights, yet “provided
no meaningful ability” to do so because they
are often not able to use YouTube’s Content ID themselves. As a result, the lawsuit
claims YouTube has become a “hotbed of
piracy.” (Pirate Monitor dropped out of the
case last year after YouTube countersued
the company for using “deceptive behavior”
to gain access to Content ID.)
YouTube filed a motion to dismiss this
lawsuit, but on Aug. 2, a federal judge
refused to toss the case, calling YouTube’s
various arguments “unavailing” and “not
well taken.”
To serve the needs of rights holders who
do not have access to YouTube’s tools on
their own, a cottage industry of rights management companies like AdRev sprang up
during YouTube’s adolescence. These companies have access to CMS and Content ID,
and specialize in the collection of royalties
and police content for independent talents
as well as labels and publishers, looking to
outsource the often time-intensive labor of
monitoring copyrights. Though YouTube’s
creator support information includes a services directory of rights management companies, sources say many copyright owners
remain unaware or choose not to use these
third parties.
“They don’t give access to their CMS to
everyone for a reason,” argues Gabriel (also
a pseudonym), who works for a different
rights management firm and who represents
a number of MediaMuv’s victims. “YouTube
wants to have trustworthy partners, understandably.” In the wrong hands, sources say,
the transparency of the CMS and Content
ID tools can be exploited.

Ry Boelstler, head/director of rights
manager The District, says he has noticed
that YouTube has tried to tighten access to
its CMS over the years to better ensure only
good actors can use it. He even recalls that
a few rights management firms temporarily
lost access because of too many bad claims.
And the platform’s creator support pages
warn that submitting false information or
misusing their tools could “result in the
suspension of your account or other legal
consequences.”
Despite YouTube’s gatekeeping of its
CMS, Batista said in his plea agreement
that MediaMuv had been granted direct
access to YouTube’s CMS in addition to its
access through AdRev. And while by-thebook rights managers have been duped by
bad actors claiming to be copyright owners,
sources in this field say that some of their
competitors are not diligent about corroborating clients’ copyright ownership before
claiming royalties for them. With clients
paying fees of 10%-25% of the royalties that
are collected, rights managers are incentivized to collect as much money as possible.
“MediaMuv: A Detestable Company”
According to his plea deal, Batista explained that MediaMuv initiated the scam
by signing a CMS administration agreement with AdRev “to assist [MediaMuv] in
administering the music [it] fraudulently
claimed” in the spring of 2017. As part of
this agreement, MediaMuv represented and
warrantied that it held “valid and sufficient
rights” over its supposed catalog, and AdRev
started claiming royalties for MediaMuv in
early May 2017.
Batista admitted to sending three falsified
contracts with companies that “purportedly” managed artists to AdRev and YouTube “for the purpose of deceiving [them]
into allowing [MediaMuv] to continue [its]
fraudulent operation” in July 2017. According to his plea deal, these three forged management contracts were provided to support
MediaMuv’s assertion that it controlled
a vast Latin music catalog of both master
recordings and compositions — 50,000
copyrights ultimately, which they claimed
were released by both hitmakers Daddy
Yankee, Julio Iglesias, Anuel AA, Prince
Royce and Don Omar, and smaller regional
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talents. Reps for Yankee, Iglesias, Royce and
Omar did not respond to Billboard’s requests
for comment. Anuel AA’s representative said
only that his camp had not been aware that
his royalties had been stolen.
On May 4, 2017, AdRev co-founder and
then-president Noah Becker and vp of
operations Andrew Korn attempted to get
YouTube to automatically confirm MediaMuv’s claimed copyrights in bulk because
inputting the information for tens of thousands of songs individually was “too onerous” for AdRev to handle. (Korn told federal
investigators he was acting at the directive
of Becker.)
During the same month AdRev began
claiming royalties for MediaMuv, Gabriel,
who handled rights management for a number of the MediaMuv victims, says he caught
AdRev and MediaMuv claiming a copyright
owned by one of his clients. “Every day,
we see conflicts and mis-merges of songs
on YouTube,” Gabriel explains. “They are
usually not in bad faith. It’s just bad data.
A mis-merge is when two different songs
are named ‘I Love You’ and get confused in
the system.” So, without thinking too much
about it, he reached out to the AdRev team
to ask it to correct the error.
Mis-merges are a major reason companies
like Gabriel’s and AdRev are an important
part of the YouTube ecosystem. Metadata
errors for musical works are not unique to
YouTube and can be found on any streaming
service or social media platform, but given
the breadth of the video-sharing site’s offerings and the complexity of licensing for a
service that streams so much user-generated
video and audio content, YouTube requires
close management. Hiring a company
seasoned in catching and correcting these
accidental errors can be pivotal for royalty
collection.
Gabriel says that the initial error that
he wrote off as innocent turned out to be
the first of “hundreds” of incorrect royalty
claims made by AdRev and MediaMuv for
music that his clients controlled. He says
he has seen small-time scams in his line of
work before but nothing as flagrant as MediaMuv’s royalties grab.
His suspicions about MediaMuv grew
after some independent digging: the com-

pany’s “sketchy” website, as he put it; its
disconnected phone line; and its 2-day-old
Facebook page struck him as red flags. On
May 24, 2017, he wrote to YouTube, urging
the platform to “investigate [MediaMuv]
and immediately remove them if they are
indeed making fraudulent claims.”
In an email sent to Gabriel, a representative from YouTube replied, thanking him
and saying that it would assist with looking into it. Gabriel says he has “no idea” if
YouTube conducted a further investigation
after that.
Near the end of 2017, MediaMuv’s royalties claims escalated. That December,
Gabriel found another incorrect claim and
emailed AdRev’s Becker to ask him to correct the error and provide his client with
retroactive payment. Becker added AdRev’s
then-vp of rights management, Jesse Worstell, to the email chain and characterized
MediaMuv’s claims as “clerical errors” that
were “not done with any malice.”
The next month, Gabriel caught five more
erroneous claims, including one instance in
which MediaMuv claimed 15 of his client’s
copyrighted songs at one time. With each
discovery, he emailed Worstell and Becker,
and at least one would reply that these
were errors on MediaMuv’s part and that
AdRev would provide retroactive payment
and fix the mistake. On Jan. 19, 2018, Becker
emailed Gabriel privately to say, “None of
this is a product of MediaMuv trying to
land-grab revenue or doing anything with
mal intent — more miscommunication,
misunderstanding and having inaccurate
metadata than anything else on our part.”
In an email, Gabriel asked AdRev’s Worstell and Becker if their company would ever
ask MediaMuv to provide proof of ownership for its catalog, writing, “It seems that
MediaMuv may not have rights to much of
the content it has been claiming.” Worstell
replied that MediaMuv was “fully aware”
of its publishing errors and that it wouldn’t
happen in the future. Once again, he said
AdRev would provide retroactive payment
to Gabriel and to work with him to fix incorrect claims “as these instances occur.” These
email exchanges continued through February and March: Gabriel reported incorrect
royalty claims, and AdRev promised to fix

them and provide back pay.
By March 2018, Gabriel, perplexed and
frustrated by the situation, delved deeper
into who was behind MediaMuv and why
they were trying to claim royalties that
should go to his clients. Ironically, some of
these answers were just a YouTube search
away. Gabriel says he soon found a video,
which has since been deleted, revealing that
other people were getting false copyright
claims from MediaMuv, too. He sent the
video to Worstell, and Gabriel noted that
many user comments also pointed fingers at
AdRev. “I asked if they had ever considered
dropping MediaMuv as a client,” he recalls.
Soon, more YouTube videos about MediaMuv surfaced, including one, also posted
in 2018, titled “MediaMuv: Una Empresa
Destestable” (MediaMuv: A Detestable
Company) that made the same allegations.
The video’s comment section is riddled with
complaints from desperate artists, including
comments like, “It happened to me too and
what can be done?,” and “I hate injustice, I
have also seen that they steal music.” (Both
comments were translated from their original Spanish.)
About the same time that Gabriel began
dealing with MediaMuv’s false claims, an
anonymous Twitter whistleblower, going by the handle @FuckMediaMuv, and a
Facebook page called STOP de MediaMuv
‘Musika Inc’ ladrones de contenido (content
thieves), also took aim at the company. The
Twitter account, arguably the most detailed
and dogged of the whistleblowers, posted
photos of Batista, Teran and their alleged accomplices, along with information gleaned
about their operation. The account did not
amass much of an audience but continued
its crusade against MediaMuv for the next
four years. Below most posts, the account
would tag local news outlets in Phoenix and
Miami (where Batista eventually moved),
along with the IRS, in hopes of catching
someone’s attention. For the most part,
however, these videos and other callouts
became little more than gathering spaces for
fellow victims to commiserate.
Meanwhile, Gabriel kept prodding AdRev
for corrections, back pay and an explanation
as to why the company continued to work
with MediaMuv. In March 2018, Becker
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replied to one of Gabriel’s emails, writing,
“Given the volume of repertoire [MediaMuv] deal[s] with vs. issues, we feel pretty
comfortable. Plus, we are just the admin,
and there’s already so much negative crap
out there about us that’s not true, so we just
let this stuff bounce off our backs. But we
keep a tight eye on this account and lately
have been only increasing in comfort level.”
The Godfather
Although it’s unclear what prompted the
IRS to investigate MediaMuv, the federal
agency began taking a hard look at the
company since at least August 2019. In the
process of the investigation, it discovered
that while MediaMuv is the name most associated with Teran and Batista’s dealings,
the duo provided AdRev with four additional bank account names and five account
numbers for money transfers from 2017 to
2019 — most of which were communicated
to AdRev’s vp of finance, Peter Amloian.
According to documents in the case against
Teran and Batista, the additional account
names were Eniel Gaetan Hernandez, an
alias that matched a fake New Jersey ID
obtained by Batista; Elegre Records, which
had two account numbers; and MuveMusic. MediaMuv once also changed its bank
account name to Loris Cleaning, an ironic
choice for a duo that would later be charged
with seven counts of money laundering.
Gabriel says it’s common for rights management clients to change their banking
information once or twice every few years
due to extenuating circumstances, but he
believes the frequency with which MediaMuv changed accounts should have raised
a red flag with AdRev.
While Batista admitted in his plea that
there were “over five co-conspirators”
who were paid “a portion of [MediaMuv’s]
royalties” for finding new songs to steal,
the conspirators’ names are not explicitly
revealed in court documents. Court documents did, however, point to the duo’s ties
with a network of people who seem to have
financially benefited from MediaMuv’s
fraudulent endeavors.
Most notably, Batista’s wife, Omeida
Yadira “Yadi” Batista, purchased a $590,000
house in Phoenix, paid for entirely in cash
with money originally routed to a Medi-

aMuv-associated bank account, according
to a court document filed by prosecutors.
Omeida also sent multiple emails from MediaMuv’s web address and is listed on the
articles of organization for Elegre Records.
Additionally, court documents allege that
she issued the 2017 and 2018 1099-MISC
tax forms for MediaMuv in her own name,
for $3.5 million and $5.07 million, respectively. (She told investigators that this was
done because Batista did not have legal
status in the United States.) Although the
IRS filed a verified complaint for forfeiture
against Omeida’s home on Nov. 5, 2021, in
hopes of seizing the property, she has not
been charged with any crime connected to
the MediaMuv case. In his plea agreement,
Batista claimed he “transferred some assets
that were acquired with proceeds of [his]
offenses” to Omeida, but Omeida herself
did not “[pay] anything” for the house, as a
previous court document indicated. Asked
to comment, Omeida’s attorney claimed that
based on Billboard’s questions, he suspected
the story was missing critical facts but did
not respond when asked to elaborate.
After Batista separated from Omeida, he
moved to Miami and began dating Nizza
Peña Gomez, the CEO of a small fashion
business, ByNizza. Around this time, approximately $3.6 million was routed to a
bank account under the name Xpace World
Music from an account tied to MediaMuv.
Registered as an LLC in Florida, Xpace
World Music has no online footprint and
is listed under the names of two individuals, including Gladys Gomez Ruiz, who
co-manages ByNizza with Gomez. The two
also appear in social media photos together.
Xpace is also listed alongside Gomez’s company ByNizza as part of a larger collection
of LLCs, titled INUSA, suggesting a possible
link between Batista’s romantic partner and
MediaMuv’s money. In November 2021, the
IRS confiscated Xpace World Music’s bank
account, according to a warrant to seize
property. Gomez did not reply to requests
for comment. Gomez Ruiz could not be
reached for comment.
Paper trails also lead to Jose Juan Segura
Padilla, a prominent artist, manager and
record label owner in the regional Mexican
music space who is from Mexico but oper-

ates out of Phoenix. Segura has managed a
number of famous narcocorrido (a regional
Mexican subgenre that depicts the culture
of drug cartels), banda (a regional Mexican
subgenre, featuring brass and heavy beats)
and sierreño (a regional Mexican subgenre,
powered mainly by traditional acoustic
guitars) acts during his multiple decades in
the music industry, including Los Cuates
de Sinaloa — who appeared in an episode
of Breaking Bad — and El Tigrillo Palma.
Segura also founded El Padrino Records,
which translates to “The Godfather.” He
released his own records under the label,
using the stage name El JJ El Padrino de la
Sierra (El JJ, The Godfather of the Sierra),
likely a reference to the Sierra Madre Occidental Mountain range, which runs down
Western Mexico, bordering the areas of
Jalisco, Sinaloa, Western Chihuahua, Durango and more.
Segura’s success has come with its share
of misfortune. He was nearly killed in
2011 when he was shot numerous times
while driving in Sinaloa, and his son, Aaron
Saucedo, is awaiting trial later this year for
allegedly killing nine people in Arizona, including his mother’s boyfriend, beginning in
2015. Dubbed by locals as “the serial street
shooter” case, prosecutors are seeking the
death penalty. According to news outlet AZ
Central, law enforcement does not suspect
his father of being involved with the crimes.
In an interview with investigators, Teran
described Segura as “a shark in the Mexican
business” and El Padrino Records as simply
a client of Elegre Records (which does business as MediaMuv) — to date, it is MediaMuv’s only confirmed client.
According to a warrant to seize the
contents of a MediaMuv-associated bank account, Segura’s El Padrino Records provided
investigators with a list of 10 artists who
were allegedly working with the MediaMuv
duo to prove the validity of its relationship.
Upon inspection, the IRS found that Segura
and El Padrino Records received $367,995
as payment for YouTube royalties. Based on
the IRS’ calculations, however, they should
have received a fraction of that: $33,386. A
representative for Segura and El Padrino did
not respond to requests for comment.
In a traditional business relationship of
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this kind, only one bank account would
likely be routing this money to its client. But
the investigation found that money routed
to El Padrino and Segura came from several
sources, including bank accounts titled
MediaMuv, Elegre Records, Eniel Gaetan
Hernandez, Loris Cleaning, MuveMusic,
VA Music and Xpace World Music — all of
which are tied to Teran and Batista’s MediaMuv scheme.
‘The Worst Movie I’ve Ever Seen’
Nearly every person that court documents
connected to MediaMuv also shared another
unlikely connection: a low-budget horror
flick called Anomaly that was made in early
2016, just a year before Batista and Teran
got rich quick with their YouTube endeavor.
Anomaly, a Phoenix-based production
written, directed and produced by Batista,
with photography direction and production
by Teran, told the story of a widower who
moves his new wife and two children into
a house that turns out to be haunted, and
it offers a glimpse into Batista and Teran’s
business acumen pre-MediaMuv. It is still
available to stream on Tubi.com.
“I swear on my life Anomaly is the worst
movie I’ve ever seen,” wrote one armchair
reviewer on IMDb.com. Another added,
“This movie was so bad I created an IMDb
account to prevent others from suffering as
I have through it.” Most of the 32 reviews
echo similar thoughts.
For the actors in the film, the production
was quite haphazard. Its female lead, Lara
Jean Mummert-Sullivan, remembers getting the role just a few days before filming
began when the original lead dropped out
at the last minute. She says that the only
accommodation provided to her was to
live in the house where they were filming,
which was “very dirty.” She also recalls that
there was no toilet paper, which Batista
kept promising to restock but never did and
that there was so little food she had to pay
out of pocket for her own provisions. “If I
look back and do the math on what I bought
versus what I got paid, it probably equaled
out or I got maybe like 200 bucks profit [for
the lead role],” she adds.
Though the cast members interviewed
by Billboard describe Batista as amenable to
work with, they remember him struggling

to pay actors on time. The film’s composer,
Mark Kueffner, says he was never paid for
his work at all. When interviewed, Kueffner
excitedly asked, “Wait, do you think I could
get paid now?”
On set, Batista’s wife, Omeida, acted as
the movie’s production accountant, and El
Padrino Records’ founder Segura is also
listed as producer/production accountant
as well. Records indicate, however, that Segura’s relationship with Batista went beyond
what was listed in the credits. Segura and
Batista were listed as members of Traintum
Films. Traintum is not listed in the credits
for Anomaly and appears, based on an online
search, to not have any film credits to date,
but this LLC was registered in Phoenix
about two weeks before filming began.
Versace Robes, Vuitton Luggage
Accounts of Anomaly’s haphazard,
poorly funded production strike a stark
contrast from Batista and Teran’s social
media photos, showing them flexing in
Versace robes on yachts and one touting a
set of Louis Vuitton luggage in the lobby of
Caesars Palace Las Vegas Hotel and Casino
just a year or two later. However short-lived
their riches, Batista and Teran’s apparent
ability to steal $23 million from artists and
songwriters on YouTube possibly highlights
the shortcomings of the current system for
digital royalty collection.
But now, with MediaMuv on the ropes, its
victims want their money back. “It’s going
to take months or probably years, but we
are definitely going to follow up on it,” says
artist manager Edgar Rueda. Gabriel is less
optimistic. “I’d like to see as much restitution as possible, but I don’t expect to get it
all back. I’m sure they spent a lot of it on
cars and travel and stuff.” At the very least,
he says, “I hope, as a deterrent to others,
these guys go to jail for what they’ve done.”
In the wake of Batista’s plea deal, Gabriel
says he thinks AdRev should repay “every
penny they earned in commission” from its
relationship with Teran and Batista. Though
the rate MediaMuv paid AdRev for its services is not known, a conservative estimate of
10% of the royalties it collected would have
generated over $2.3 million for the company.
However, a footnote in a warrant to seize one
of MediaMuv’s associated bank accounts,

dated Jan. 5, notes that “further investigation
into AdRev is underway,” though no charges
have been filed thus far, and Becker is no longer the company’s president. According to his
LinkedIn page, Becker became a “strategic
advisor” for AdRev one month after the indictment against Teran and Batista was filed.
Though a federal grand jury in Arizona
indicted Teran and Batista for 30 counts of
wire fraud, conspiracy, money laundering
and aggravated identity theft on Nov. 16,
2021, investigators found that AdRev made
another direct deposit of $285,344 to a MediaMuv-associated bank account two weeks
later. That same day, Nov. 30, 2021, the bank
account was emptied and a cashier’s check
for $191,449 was made payable to Teran. The
check was deposited into his newly opened
business account at the National Bank of
Arizona. Even after the duo had been caught,
Teran still pocketed money from AdRev.
Back in Phoenix, music business entrepreneur Ricardo says he hopes “this story
can finally make some noise in the music
industry … They are robbers,” he says of MediaMuv. “They didn’t sweat and work and
put in the hours to earn the things everyone
else works hard for … It hurts both financially and emotionally.”

Why Concert
Sellouts Are Less
Common In This
Saturated, PostPandemic World
BY DAVE BROOKS

T

he concert industry is officially in
recovery mode, but not everyone is experiencing a sustained
rebound.
While data from Live Nation shows that
the record year predicted by CEO Michael
Rapino has materialized, many independent
promoters in the concert business are sharing
anecdotal evidence that sales are beginning
to soften and costs are continuing to rise.
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Despite these persistent fears about oversaturation, high ticket prices and inflation
pressure on consumers, pent-up demand
from the pandemic has continued to propel
consumer spending. As of March 31, more
than 70 million tickets were sold for shows
in 2022, which is up 36% compared with the
same point in 2019, according to Live Nation.
Moreover, the number of shows on the
books as of late April, when the last Live
Nation earnings report was released, was up
44% compared with 2019. That means the
number of fans going to shows is growing,
just not as fast as the number of new shows
being added to the calendar each month.
While an 8% delta between supply and
demand is unlikely to cause serious oversaturation issues during a period of rapid
growth, that difference likely widens when
factoring in concerts happening outside of
the Live Nation ecosystem.
James “Disco Donnie” Estopinal Jr.,
who promotes raves and EDM shows mostly
in Florida and Texas, says he believes the
number of new events, especially in the
dance category, has far outstripped demand,
leading to softer sales for everyone in that
market. While 2021 brought record sales,
“that didn’t carry over into 2022,” he says.
Oversaturation has also created problems
in California and Las Vegas, where an explosion of new festivals has diluted attendance
for some organizers — or worse. Goldenvoice’s Day N Vegas, which had previously attracted a crowd of 80,000, was canceled due
to weak ticket sales just weeks after being announced. (The festival was to mark the first
live appearance for Travis Scott following
the November 2021 Astroworld tragedy in
Houston, which left 10 dead.) Other festival
promoters have pushed through the weak
demand but say the bump they enjoyed after
the pandemic has been replaced by a broader
slowdown in ticket sales due to oversaturation, high ticket prices and budget-conscious
consumers. Factor in the effect of inflation
on the price of fuel and goods, an equipment
shortage and hiring difficulties, and many
independents report that profitability is
unlikely in 2022.
Other festivals, such as Lollapalooza,
Austin City Limits and Baja Beach, are selling
tickets but not selling out. Rolling Loud’s

mainstay Miami festival, which typically
sells out in one day and is the only festival to
feature Ye (aka Kanye West), still had tickets
available days before its start.
In May, LiveOne announced it was
postponing its Spring Awakening festival in
Chicago after its sister event there, Autumn
Equinox, lost $3 million in 2021. On July
22, Insomniac announced it was canceling
plans to expand its Project Glow series into
Philadelphia.
The unease extends beyond festivals.
While Machine Gun Kelly’s arena tour
with Willow and Avril Lavigne has done
fairly well, other acts attempting to make
that leap from smaller venues, such as Kid
Cudi, Leon Bridges and Lil Durk, have
struggled to sell tickets.
If sellouts become less common in a saturated post-pandemic world, independents
are much more likely to feel the economic
pain than Live Nation or AEG. In fact, Live
Nation’s latest earnings release doesn’t
include any language about how many
shows and festivals have sold all of their
tickets. Growth for Live Nation has come
from increased consumer spending through
increases in ticket prices — while a small
percentage of Platinum tickets on Bruce
Springsteen’s 2023 tour made headlines,
the real boost came from a 33% average
increase in ticket prices that pushed average
show grosses to $3.7 million — and on-site
spending, as well as sponsorship dollars and
the fees it generates from ticket sales.
Unlike many festival promoters whose
main source of income is ticket sales, Live
Nation is diversified enough to generate
significant income from its events whether
or not they sell out, creating more incentive
to stage a higher volume of events to better
pinpoint demand.
The same goes for Day N Vegas’ parent
company, AEG. A source there confirms
that parts of the company’s various touring
and concert divisions — where profit-andloss statements rely mostly on ticket sales
outpacing costs — could be down this year.
But overall, AEG, which operates a complex
ticketing business, facility management
team and sponsorship division (that closed
out 2021 with a $700 million naming rights
deal to rechristen Los Angeles’ Staples Cen-

ter as Crypto.com Arena), is on track to be
profitable in 2022.
That could leave independent promoters
in a precarious position, but don’t rule the
sellout dead yet. Earlier in July, the fourth
annual Zedd in the Park mini-festival at
L.A.’s State Historic Park hit its expanded
capacity of 19,000, resulting in people who
had expected to buy tickets at the box office — some of them decked out in LEDenhanced outfits — being turned away.
“This was the first time we attempted
19,000,” says Zedd’s agent, Lee Anderson,
of Wasserman Music. It worked because
Zedd was willing to stage a smaller version
of his show, essentially at cost, and build
fan momentum and enthusiasm organically
until it hit critical mass. “We only stage
this concept here in L.A., because it’s right
for this market,” he adds. In Las Vegas, for
example, Zedd goes big, performing at two
nightclubs inside the brand-new Resorts
World casino.
The success of this year’s Zedd in the Park
date was “a slow build,” Anderson says. “It’s
not just throwing something on sale and
maxing it out.”

This Is the Man
Responsible
for Canceling
Midtown Music
— And He’s
Surprised Too
BY DAVE BROOKS

P

hillip Evans wants to set the
record straight about his role in
causing Atlanta’s Music Midtown festival to be canceled. A
61-year-old Georgia IT worker, author and
gun- rights activist, for years his “guns everywhere” philosophy on the state’s concealed
and open carry weapons laws has collided
with Live Nation’s long held prohibitions on
weapons at concerts and festivals. Evans says
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he didn’t want the whole thing shut down.
He just wanted to be able to bring his gun.
Officially, the long-running Music Midtown festival was canceled on Aug.1 “due to
circumstances beyond our control,” according to a statement issued by Live Nation.
Those circumstances, industry sources tell
Billboard, are the result of recent changes
to Georgia gun laws that could prevent the
festival from banning guns on the publicly
owned festival grounds at Piedmont Park.
The changes to Georgia law are a direct
result of Evans’ unsuccessful 2014 lawsuit
against the Atlanta Botanical Garden and a
2019 Georgia Supreme Court ruling that reshaped which groups operating on publicly
owned land could prohibit concealed and
open carry weapons from their establishments and events, and which businesses
couldn’t. While the garden’s long-term lease
of public land exempted it from the gun requirement, groups using city park space on
a short-term basis – like concert and festival
promoters – would not likely be able to bar
attendees from bringing guns into a concert,
according to the ruling.
Since then, Evans has taken up the mantle
of enforcing gun rights at those public spaces where — according to the 2019 Georgia
Supreme Court ruling — guns are legal and
should be allowed. Evans spends a significant amount of time scouring the websites
of public parks, pools and facilities on public
land, looking for policies that prohibit guns..
He often posts his findings online and even
shares copies of the letters he sends insisting the weapons prohibitions be removed
from their website.
Evans says his goal is to significantly
reduce or even eliminate what he calls “sensitive places” — government owned land,
taxpayer funded facilities and public spaces
like K-12 schools, parks and public pools
that prohibit weapons and guns for entry. In
2014, he unsuccessfully sued the Gwinnet
School board for the right to bring guns into
the campus of his child’s elementary school.
“There should be no off-limits places,”
he says, where guns are not allowed for
licensed and lawful gun owners, besides
court rooms “secured prisons” and “secured
jails,” he says.
Through his blog, Evans often details

his absolutist views on gun rights and his
distain for politicians “threatening to punish you just because you want to be able to
shoot back at monsters.” He has documented letters he’s sent to companies like Live
Nation on the message board GeorgiaPacking.org, including a December 2015 letter
about Midtown Music stating, “I’m certain
that some of those I interact with on the
Internet would like to lawfully and openly
exercise their 2nd Amendment Rights while
attending your music festival,” adding,
“I’m also fairly certain that any harassment
against them would be effectively documented for subsequent legal action.”
A year and a half later, he wrote the
Atlanta city attorney — also about Midtown
Music — protesting “TSA-Style searches
and pat-downs of citizens attending a public
event at a public city park.”
He went on to add, “I imagine there
might be some who could quickly react with
a measure of physical violence if private,
non-government security personnel were
to touch or even come close to touching
anyone’s private areas on their body. I would
completely understand such a reaction.”
Ahead of this year’s Midtown Music
festival, Evans’ strategy became even more
targeted and specific. Weeks before the festival’s cancellation, he emailed a contractor
hired to handle security at the festival and
warned, “Should any member of your security team accost a legal carrier of weapons
… [then] your company (and any involved
individual) could be sued for damages,”
adding, “I urge you to honor and follow our
state weapons law here in Georgia.”
Evans never, however, actually pushed for
the festival’s cancellation and says he didn’t
expect Live Nation to react the way it did.
His hope was that Live Nation would pull its
ban — instead they pulled the plug.
“There’s nothing in my blog, in my opinion, that indicates I celebrated the decision,” says Evans. “I would’ve actually been
thrilled had Live Nation gone ahead and had
the event and said that they were following
state law.
Evans — who describes himself as a”
hardcore music fan” that “loves all kind of
music from all eras” — now says that he has
been getting death threats in from people

who blame him for the event’s cancellation.
“That’s giving me far too much credit,” he
says.
Live Nation officials have never blamed
Evans for the cancellation, or even publicly
confirmed that the long-running festival
at Piedmont Park in Atlanta was canceled
because of guns. But since the news broke
on Monday, that’s been the common understanding, with local politicians like gubernatorial candidate Stacey Abrams even
weighing in, blaming the current Georgia
governor, Brian Kemp, and his gun laws for
an estimated $50 million loss in economic
impact from the festival.
On the phone, Evans is polite and intellectually curious. Online, his tenor ranges
from moderate to extreme depending on the
topic. Evans is a Trump supporter, a savage
political memes fan and enjoys jokes at liberals’ expanse. He’s a pragmatist, selling an
extreme stance on gun ownership to a sympathetic audience that often feel ignored by
pandering politicians. His firearm of choice
is a “service size pistol with at least a four or
five inch barrel and a secure holster so that
no one can just simply grab it.”
That Live Nation only has to “abide by a
law” is an argument Evans makes repeatedly during an hourlong interview. For the
world’s biggest concert promoter, however,
this may not have seemed like a choice.
While the promoter declined to comment
for this story, it maintains a ban on firearms
at all events — and changing that even once
likely posed safety concerns and the possibility of upending its existing, decisive
policy.
Since the 2019 Supreme Court decision,
Evans has seen his star rise in the Georgia
gun community, although it’s unclear how
long that will last. Even though the language
in the Supreme Court decision is clear, it has
not been challenged in court or even been
tested in any significant way. For any business daring to test it out, though, gun advocates are liable to force the issue by showing
up to the event and demanding to be let in.
Evans says he would not have attempted this
strategy with Music Midtown had Live Nation decided to ignore his group’s warnings
and stage the festival without changing its
weapons policy, but notes he would not rule
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out forcing a similar confrontation at one of
Live Nation’s amphitheaters.
“For a long time now there have been various pop acts and ’70s acts that I’ve wanted
to see,” he said. “So I do plan at some point
to challenge that, because I really do want to
go to one of those concerts and to maintain
my right of self-defense.”
When asked if that includes showing up
armed, Evans says, “It could. It could include showing up in person and I wouldn’t
change my normal method of carry”
Evans said he understands that some
people may view him as a threat to their
safety and says changing their minds might
not be possible.
“It might not be solvable for certain people because some people have such a fear of
weapons and they’re terrified when they see
someone with a weapon,” he says. “Because
their terror exists even onto themselves,
because they’re afraid of a gun in their own
hands. They’re afraid that, ‘Well, if I have
a gun and I get mad while driving, I might
shoot somebody.’ They’re projecting that irrational fear of causing harm to others.”

shaping pop culture.”
Billboard China adds to the list of the
publication’s international editions and
music content in Asia, following Billboard
Japan and Billboard Korea. Per the press
release, Billboard will work closely with
local industry partners in China to develop
offerings geared toward Chinese music fans.
The new edition will additionally aid in
bringing global pop music to Chinese fans
and expose Chinese artists and music to an
international audience.
Billboard China will also launch with
the Master Collection, which will serve as
a bank of resources from industry leaders
such as music critics, producers and artists
to deliver a professional perspective on
Chinese music.
The first official cover story for Billboard
China is set to be published and unveiled
later this week and will be shared on Billboard‘s website and social media accounts;
the feature story — in addition to a teaser
video and portrait pictures — will be shared
on Chinese microblogging website Weibo,
which has a reported 582 million users.
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Beyonce’s
‘Renaissance’ Is
First No. 1 Album
by a Woman in
Seven Months

BY STARR BOWENBANK

B

illboard is expanding its global
footprint in Asia. On Monday
(Aug. 8), Billboard announced the
launch of Billboard China along
with plans for its rollout.
“We are thrilled to announce the launch
of the Billboard brand in China,” Billboard
President Mike Van said in a press release
announcing the news. “We look forward to
providing a platform for Chinese musicians to share their art and unique sound
amongst a global audience. Today marks
the beginning of another exciting chapter
in Billboard’s evolution and we are eager
to witness the proliferation of new artists

BY KEITH CAULFIELD

W

ith Beyoncé’s Renaissance
debuting atop the Billboard 200 albums chart
(dated Aug. 13), it marks
the first album by a solo woman to hit No. 1
in over seven months.
The last woman at No. 1 was Adele with
30, which ruled for its first six weeks on the
list (charts dated Dec. 4, 2021-Jan. 8, 2022).
Notably, both 30 and Renaissance were released via Columbia Records (with Renaissance issued through Parkwood/Columbia).
The 30-week gap between No. 1s is the

longest the chart has been absent a No. 1
album billed to a solo woman since a little
over five years ago, when there was a 31week dry spell between Lady Gaga’s Joanne
(one week at No. 1 on Nov. 12, 2016) and
Halsey’s Hopeless Fountain Kingdom (June
24, 2017).
Notably, between Joanne and Hopeless,
two albums whose songs included female
performers did reach No. 1: the various
artists compilation The Hamilton Mixtape
(Dec. 24, 2016) and Pentatonix’s A Pentatonix Christmas (Jan. 7-14, 2017). (Pentatonix is a five-member vocal group act that
includes female singer Kirstin Maldonado.)
While no albums billed to a woman hit
No. 1 in 2022 between Adele’s 30 and Renaissance, the multi-artist Encanto soundtrack
spent nine weeks atop the list. The set
boasts an array of female singers who voice
their characters in the film.
The last five years at No. 1 on the Billboard 200 (from the chart dated Aug. 12,
2017 through Aug. 13, 2022) has been quite
male-dominated: Of the 105 different acts
that have been No. 1 in that span of time,
only 17 were solo women. The other 88
acts were all solo men or male-led groups.
(The 17 women who had a No. 1 album on
the Billboard 200 in the last five years are:
Adele, Cardi B, Camila Cabello, Lana Del
Rey, Celine Dion, Billie Eilish, Lady Gaga,
Selena Gomez, Ariana Grande, Kesha, Madonna, P!nk, Olivia Rodrigo, Taylor Swift,
Shania Twain, Carrie Underwood and Summer Walker.)
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Why Was
Beyonce’s
‘Renaissance’ the
First 2022 Album
by a Female
Artist to Top the
Billboard 200?
BY ANDREW UNTERBERGER

T

he news of Beyoncé’s triumph on
the Billboard 200 albums chart
this week (dated Aug. 13) with her
seventh official solo LP Renaissance came with a somewhat startling
realization: It’s the first album released by a
female artist to top the Billboard 200 since
Adele’s 30, which reigned on the listing from
the chart dated Dec. 4, 2021 to Jan. 8, 2022.
That span of over seven months between No. 1 albums by female artists is
the longest in over half a decade, since a
31-week drought following Lady Gaga’s
Joanne topping the Billboard 200 on the
chart dated Nov. 12, 2016 was finally ended
by Hopeless Fountain Kingdom, the sophomore album from Halsey (who goes by she/
they pronouns). During both runs, albums
with female performers did hit No. 1 — most
recently, the Encanto soundtrack (which includes major performances from Stephanie
Beatriz and Diane Guerrero, among other
female cast members) and five years ago
with The Hamilton Mixtape (including Sia,
Alicia Keys and other contemporary female
recording artists) and Pentatonix’s A Pentatonix Christmas (featuring the group’s female singer Kristin Maldonado) — but none
credited to exclusively female or femalefronted groups, or female solo artists.
What might account for such a long run
on the Billboard 200 without a female artist
at No. 1? Well, a lot of it is basic timing. Of
the eight female artists who had previously
topped the chart since the beginning of
2020 — Selena Gomez, Lady Gaga, Taylor

Swift, Ariana Grande, Olivia Rodrigo, Billie
Eilish, Summer Walker and Adele — none
have yet released official LPs in 2022. Nor
have many of the other female artists behind
some of the biggest Billboard Hot 100 hits
of the past 12 months: Doja Cat, Dua Lipa,
Nicki Minaj, SZA or Karol G. Some are
rumored to have new projects in the works,
some are currently busy on tour, some are
just altogether off-cycle — some may currently be tied up in label conflicts — but the
great majority of female A-listers from this
decade simply have not been heard from yet
in 2022 when it comes to full-length albums.
And in their stead… not a ton of breakthrough artists have emerged. That goes for
artists of any gender, really: We’ve written
extensively at Billboard this year about how
the top tier of the Hot 100 has badly lacked
for brand-new blood, and it’s probably
telling that the biggest breakout hit for an
artist this summer has been the 37-year-old
“Running Up That Hill (A Deal With God)”
— which, sadly, the long-inactive Kate Bush
is unlikely to capitalize on with a new album
anytime soon. Other actually-newer female
artists have scored career-making crossover
hits so far this year — GAYLE with “abcdefu,” Latto with “Big Energy,” Dove Cameron
with “Boyfriend,” Muni Long with “Hrs and
Hrs” — but most have yet to follow their hit
songs with full-length albums, and Latto’s
777 was not quite able to translate her single
chart success to album chart success, peaking at No. 15 on the Billboard 200. (Female
rappers have had a notably hard time on the
Billboard 200 recently; not a single one has
topped the chart since Cardi B’s Invasion of
Privacy in 2018.)
Really, if you were to look at the albums
released by female artists in 2022 and ask
for which it could be considered surprising that it did not reach the No. 1 spot, you
might only come up with one plausible
answer: Lizzo’s Special, released in July.
That was an album by a female artist who
had a track record of both major pop hits
and massive cross-platform star power, one
whose previous album (2019’s Cuz I Love
You) was both a critical and commercial success, and one which was already supported
by another huge crossover hit in this year’s
“About Damn Time” (which ascended to No.

1 on the Hot 100 the week Special debuted
on the Billboard 200). And in plenty of
weeks earlier in 2022, the 69,000 equivalent album units it moved in its first week
would’ve been enough for a No. 1 debut. But
its week of release had the bad fortune to
come after the unleashing of Bad Bunny’s
Un Verano Sin Ti, the most sustainable
blockbuster album of 2022, which was still
moving over 100,000 units weekly months
after its release — meaning Special had to
make do with the chart’s runner-up spot.
And really, the truth is that while this
gender disparity is at an extreme in 2022,
it’s by no means a problem unique to this
year. Billboard‘s Keith Caulfield pointed
out in his reporting yesterday that over
the last five years of the Billboard 200, just
17 female solo artists (and zero female-led
groups) have topped the chart, compared to
88 male artists or male-led groups — meaning that fewer than one in every six artists to
top the chart has been a solo female. In fact,
the problem would seem much starker if
not for the Billboard 200 dominance of one
of those 17 female solo artists: Taylor Swift,
who has notched six separate No. 1 albums
over that timespan — more than any other
artist of any gender — and spent a combined
20 weeks atop the listing.
Will Beyoncé’s No. 1 bow be the beginning of a long-overdue renaissance for
female artists at the top of the chart? Well,
with no obvious blockbusters coming up on
the release calendar, that may depend on if
some of those previously mentioned stars
finally decide to drop some of their long-anticipated new sets — or if an Olivia Rodrigotype breakout artist comes crashing in from
an unexpected corner of the pop world.
Otherwise, we might very well end up waiting around for Beyoncé’s second act of her
Renaissance project to end up breaking the
next of these streaks to come.
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Taylor Swift
Tells Judge That
‘Shake It Off’
Was ‘Written
Entirely by Me’
BY BILL DONAHUE

T

aylor Swift herself weighed in
Monday (Aug. 8) on a lawsuit
that claims she stole the lyrics to
“Shake It Off” from a song about
“playas” and “haters,” filing a sworn declaration in which she said the words were “written entirely by me” and that she’d “never
heard” the song she’s accused of copying.
Seeking to finally end a yearslong case
that claims her 2014 chart-topping hit had
infringed the copyright to the 2001 song
“Playas Gon’ Play” by the group 3LW, Swift
was unequivocal: “The lyrics to Shake It Off
were written entirely by me.”
“In writing the lyrics, I drew partly on
experiences in my life and, in particular, unrelenting public scrutiny of my personal life,
‘clickbait’ reporting, public manipulation,
and other forms of negative personal criticism which I learned I just needed to shake
off and focus on my music,” Swift explained.
The case against Swift was filed in 2017 by
Sean Hall and Nathan Butler, the songwriters who wrote “Playas Gon’ Play.” In their
2001 song, the line was “playas, they gonna
play” and “haters, they gonna hate”; in
Swift’s track, she sings, “‘Cause the players
gonna play, play, play, play, play and the haters gonna hate, hate, hate, hate, hate.”
In her Monday statement, Swift suggested
there was no need to steal those lyrics from
Hall and Butler because she had heard
them “countless times” throughout her life,
including on the playground as a child.
“I recall hearing phrases about players
play and haters hate stated together by other
children while attending school in Wyomissing Hills, and in high school in Hendersonville,” Swift wrote. “These phrases were
akin to other commonly used sayings like

‘don’t hate the playa, hate the game,’ ‘take a
chill pill,’ and ‘say it, don’t spray it.’”
The star also said she’d heard the phrase
in “many songs, films, and other works,” and
she even cited a 2013 live performance in
which she said she wore a T-shirt, purchased at Urban Outfitters, emblazoned
with the phrase “haters gonna hate.”
“I was struck by messages that people
prone to doing something will do it, and the
best way to overcome it is to shrug it off and
keep living,” Swift said.
Swift’s attorneys have already repeatedly
made roughly that same argument – that the
phrases “haters gonna hate” and “players
gonna play” are so simple and so widely
used in pop culture that nobody should be
able to monopolize them. But their efforts to
end the lawsuit have thus far been rebuffed.
Back in 2018, a federal judge tossed the
case on the grounds that American culture
was “heavily steeped in the concepts of players, haters, and player haters” and that the
short snippet of lyrics from “Playas Gon’
Play” was not unique or creative enough to
be copyrighted. But in 2019, a federal appeals court – the Ninth Circuit – overturned
that decision, saying the case had been
dismissed prematurely.
Last year, Swift’s lawyers again asked the
judge to rule in their favor. But in December,
the judge ruled that the case was too close
to call and would need to be decided by a
jury trial. A court date has not yet been set.
Monday’s filings, including Swift’s declaration, are a last-ditch effort to avoid such
proceedings, again asking the judge to grant
a so-called summary judgment without
the need for a trial. In their motion, her attorneys said discovery had turned up other
“fatal flaws” in the lawsuit and reiterated
their arguments that Hall and Butler’s case
was too weak to go in front of a jury.
“It is, unfortunately, not unusual for a
hit song to be met by litigants hoping for a
windfall based on tenuous claims that their
own song was copied,” Swift’s attorney,
Peter Anderson, wrote in the motion. “But
even against that background, Plaintiffs’
claim sticks out as particularly baseless.”
In her declaration supporting that motion, Swift also made a far simpler argument
for why she didn’t copy the song.

“Until learning about Plaintiffs’ claim in
2017, I had never heard the song Playas Gon’
Play and had never heard of that song or the
group 3LW,” the star wrote, adding that her
parents “did not permit me to watch TRL
until I was about 13 years old.”
“None of the CDs I listened to as a child,
or after that, were by 3LW,” she said. “I have
never heard the song Playas Gon’ Play on
the radio, on television, or in any film. The
first time I ever heard the song was after
this claim was made.”
“Playas Gon’ Play” was a minor hit for
3LW, peaking at No. 81 on the Billboard
Hot 100 and No. 56 on Hot R&B/Hip-Hop
Songs in June 2001.

Google Widens
Sonos Patent War
With Two
New Lawsuits
BY BILL DONAHUE

G

oogle is firing back at Sonos in
their ongoing legal war over
speaker technology, filing two
new patent infringement lawsuits
that claim the smaller company stole its core
“magic” from Google innovations.
Eight months after Sonos won a ruling that Google Home speakers and other
products infringed its intellectual property,
Google lodged its own accusations of theft –
claiming Google tech was “fundamental” to
key aspects of many Sonos products.
“Sonos acknowledges that for its products, ‘the real magic is in the software,’ and
not in the ‘look and sound’ of its speakers,”
Google’s lawyers wrote. “This software
‘magic’ uses patented Google technology,
and Google brings this case to defend that
technology from Sonos’s infringement.”
In a statement, a spokesman for Google
said the new lawsuits were merely a response to litigation sparked by Sonos: “Rather than compete on the basis of innovation
and product quality, Sonos has decided
to compete in the courtroom, and started
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an aggressive and misleading campaign
against our products, at the expense of our
shared customers,” José Castañeda said.
“We prefer innovation to litigation but their
actions leave us no choice but to defend our
technology and challenge Sonos’s clear, continued infringement of our patents.”
In a response, Sonos chief legal officer
Eddie Lazarus called Google’s new lawsuits
“an intimidation tactic designed to retaliate against Sonos for speaking out against
Google’s monopolistic practices.” Rather
than simply pay for the patents it had
infringed, Lazarus said, Google was trying
to “grind down a smaller competitor” with
litigation, but “will not succeed.”
In the new cases filed Monday, Google
accused Sonos of infringing seven different
patents covering an array of specific technological innovations. For instance, Google
took aim at a new voice assistant featured
launched by Sonos, claiming it infringed
Google patents for “improvements to the
efficiency, reliability, and durability of voicecontrolled and battery-powered devices.”
“Sonos has recently introduced its Sonos
Voice Control feature to control its products
in a power-efficient manner through the
use of ‘hotwords,’ and to manage battery
charging of its products, using technologies
invented by Google,” the company’s lawyers
wrote.
Sonos first sued Google in January 2020,
claiming the bigger company had stolen
its technology when the two companies
partnered earlier in the decade. Sonos said
its technology had been used in the Google
Home, Chromecast Audio, Pixel phones
and other products, and that Google had
then “flooded the market” with its cheaper
competing gear.
Since then, the battle has widened. Sonos
has filed two more cases, including one at
the U.S. International Trade Commission,
a court-like federal agency that can ban the
import of goods if it decides they infringe
patents. And before Monday’s new cases,
Google had already filed an infringement
lawsuit of its own in late 2020.
“Sonos has made false claims about the
companies’ shared work and Google’s technology in the lawsuits that Sonos filed against
Google earlier this year,” Google wrote at the

time. “While Google rarely sues other companies for patent infringement, it must assert its
intellectual property rights here.”
In January, the USITC ruled that a number of Google products had infringed several
of Sonos’ patents. The agency said Google
could keep importing them, but only if it
used court-approved redesigned versions
that omitted some features to avoid the
Sonos patents.

Motown
SongwriterProducer Lamont
Dozier Dead at 81
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

N

EW YORK (AP) — Lamont
Dozier, the middle name of the
celebrated Holland-DozierHolland team that wrote and produced “You Can’t Hurry Love,” “Heat Wave”
and dozens of other hits and helped make
Motown an essential record company of the
1960s and beyond, has died at age 81.
Dozier’s death was confirmed Tuesday
(Aug. 9) by Paul Lambert, who helped produce the stage musical The First Wives Club
that Holland-Dozier-Holland wrote for. He
did not have additional details.
In Motown’s historic, self-defined rise
to the “Sound of Young America,” HollandDozier-Holland stood out even compared
to such gifted peers as Smokey Robinson,
Stevie Wonder and Barrett Strong. Over a
four-year period, 1963-67, Dozier and brothers Brian and Eddie Holland crafted more
than 25 top 10 songs and mastered the blend
of pop and rhythm and blues that allowed
the Detroit label, and founder Berry Gordy,
to defy boundaries between Black and white
music and rival the Beatles on the airwaves.
For the Four Tops, they wrote “Baby I
Need Your Loving” and “Reach Out (I’ll Be
There),” for Martha and the Vandellas they
wrote “Heat Wave” and “Jimmy Mack,” for
Marvin Gaye “Baby Don’t You Do It” and
“How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved by You).”

The music lived on through countless
soundtracks, samplings and radio airings, in
cover versions by the Rolling Stones, Linda
Ronstadt, James Taylor and many others
and in generations of songwriters and musicians influenced by the Motown sound.
“Their structures were simple and direct,”
Gerri Hirshey wrote in the Motown history
“Nowhere to Run: The Story of Soul Music,”
published in 1984. “Sometimes a song barreled to number one on the sheer voice of
repetitive hooks, like a fast-food jungle that
lurks, subliminally, until it connects with
real hunger.”
The polish of H-D-H was ideally suited
for Motown’s signature act, Diana Ross and
the Supremes, for whom they wrote 10 No.
1 songs, among them “Where Did Our Love
Go,” “Stop! In the Name of Love” and “You
Can’t Hurry Love.” Expectations were so
high that when “Nothing But Heartaches”
failed to make the top 10 in 1965, Gordy sent
a company memo demanding that Motown
only release chart toppers for the Supremes,
an order H-D-H obeyed with “I Hear a Symphony” and several more records.
Holland-Dozier-Holland weren’t above
formulas or closely repeating a previous
hit, but they worked in various moods and
styles: the casual joy of “How Sweet It Is (To
Be Loved by You),” the escalating desire of
“Heat Wave,” the urgency of “Reach Out (I’ll
Be There).” Dozier’s focus was on melody
and arrangements, whether the haunting
echoes of the Vandellas’ backing vocals on
“Nowhere To Run,” flashing lights of guitar
that drive the Supremes’ “You Keep Me
Hanging On,” or the hypnotic gospel piano
on Gaye’s “Can I Get a Witness.”
“All the songs started out as slow ballads,
but when we were in the studio we’d pick
up the tempo,” Dozier told the Guardian in
2001. “The songs had to be fast because they
were for teenagers – otherwise it would
have been more like something for your
parents. The emotion was still there, it was
just under cover of the optimism that you
got from the up-tempo beat.”
The prime of H-D-H, and of Motown,
ended in 1968 amid questions and legal
disputes over royalties and other issues.
H-D-H left the label, and neither side would
recover. The Four Tops and the Supremes
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were among the acts who suffered from no
longer having their most dependable writers. Meanwhile, H-D-H’s efforts to start
their own business fell far short of Motown.
The labels Invictus and Hot Wax both faded
within a few years, and Dozier would recall
with disbelief the Hollands’ turning down
such future superstars as Al Green and
George Clinton. H-D-H did release several
hits, including Freda Payne’s “Band of Gold”
and Honey Cone’s “Want Ads.”
Holland-Dozier-Holland were inducted
into the Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1988
and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame two
years later. On his own, Dozier had a top 20
hit with “Trying to Hold on to My Woman,”
helped produce Aretha Franklin’s “Sweet
Passion” album and collaborated with Eric
Clapton and Simply Red’s Mick Hucknall
among others. His biggest success was cowriting Phil Collins’ chart-topping “Two
Hearts,” from the 1988 movie “Buster,” a
mid-tempo, Motown-style ballad that won a
Grammy and Golden Globe and received an
Oscar nomination.
H-D-H reunited for a stage production of
“The First Wives Club,” which premiered
in 2009, but their time back together was
brief and unhappy. Dozier and the Hollands
clashed often and Dozier dropped out before the show launched. “I can’t see us ever
working with Lamont again,” Eddie Holland
wrote in “Come and Get These Memories,”
a memoir by the Hollands that came out in
2019, the same year Dozier published the
memoir “How Sweet It Is.”
Dozier acknowledged that his early success conflicted with his family life, but he
eventually settled down with Barbara Ullman, who died in 2021 after more than 40
years of marriage. His children included the
songwriter-record producer Beau Dozier
and composer Paris Ray Dozier.
Like so many Motown artists, Dozier was
born in Detroit and raised in a family of
singers and musicians. He sang in the choir
of his Baptist church and his love for words
was affirmed by a grade school teacher who,
he recalled, liked one of his poems so much
she kept it on the blackboard for a month.
By the late 1950s, he was a professional
singer and eventually signed with Motown,
where he first worked with Brian Holland,

and then Eddie Holland, who wrote most of
the lyrics.
Some of Motown’s biggest hits and catchiest phrases originated from Dozier’s domestic life. He remembered his grandfather’s
addressing women as “Sugar pie, honey
bunch,” the opening words and ongoing refrain of the Four Tops’ “I Can’t Help Myself
(Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch).” The Four Tops
hit “Bernadette” was inspired by all three
songwriters having troubles with women
named Bernadette, while an argument with
another Dozier girlfriend helped inspire a
Supremes favorite.
“She was pretty heated up because I was
quite the ladies’ man at that time and I’d been
cheating on her,” Dozier told the Guardian.
“So she started telling me off and swinging
at me until I said, ‘Stop! In the name of love!’
And as soon as I’d said it I heard a cash register in my head and laughed. My girlfriend
didn’t think it was very amusing: we broke
up. The only ones who were happy about it
were the Supremes.”

From ‘Believe’
to ‘Break My
Soul’: Why the
Dancefloor Offers
Veteran Pop Divas
a New Path to the
Top of the Charts
BY KYLE DENIS

I

n addition to its fifteen joyous new
songs, Beyoncé’s Renaissance era
has unleashed a Pandora’s box of
discourse upon the world. From dance
music history lessons to debates about
samples, interpolations, and writing credits,
conversations around Beyoncé’s latest
album have spanned generations and disciplines. In the midst of all of these discussions, one point that hasn’t been properly
underscored is how rare it is for an album by

a female pop artist in her 40s to be dominating so much of the cultural conversation in
the first place.
“Break My Soul,” the lead single from
Renaissance, commenced the music icon’s
latest reinvention. A raucously blissful ode
to building a “new foundation,” “Break
My Soul,” situated Beyoncé in a rather
intriguing pop music lineage. From Aretha
Franklin and Eartha Kitt to Madonna – and
now, Beyoncé – once female pop stars hit
40, they seem to always deliver an undeniable anthem rooted in dance music. These
songs simultaneously innovate each artist’s
core sounds and use the queer history of
dance music and the genre’s unique avenues
of consumption to catalyze commercial
success – in the face of ageism in the music
industry and pop culture, at large.
Ageism in pop music is hardly a new phenomenon. A look at Billboard’s 2021 YearEnd Radio Songs chart, which ranks the
75 most played songs on radio for that year,
reveals a stark age cutoff for female artists
vying to get a record in regular radio rotation. Just one song, Taylor Swift’s “Willow”
(No. 45), sung by a woman over 30 landed
on the 2021 chart. As for the 2021 Year-End
Pop Airplay chart, just one woman over
30 appears on the 50-spot ranking: SZA,
as a featured artist on Doja Cat’s “Kiss Me
More” (No. 4). Nevertheless, plenty of male
artists and acts over 30 – including Bruno
Mars, Anderson .Paak, Travis Scott, The
Weeknd, Charlie Puth, Masked Wolf,
Maroon 5, Machine Gun Kelly, Blackbear,
Chris Brown, and Ed Sheeran – all had
songs make the Year-End list.
In 2015, perennial pop titan Madonna,
who recently blessed “Break My Soul” with
her appearance on the song’s “Queens Remix,” took on BBC Radio 1 after a programmer refused to play her Rebel Heart lead
single “Living for Love” in an effort to lower
the age of the station’s demographic. “My
manager said to me, ‘If you’re not in your
twenties, it’s hard. You might get your record played in your thirties. There’s a handful of people who do – Pharrell got lucky.
But if you’re in your fifties, you can forget
it,’” Madonna said. “I was like, ‘Wait a second. Shouldn’t it have to do with whether
you wrote a good, catchy pop song?’”
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In a 2017 New York Times interview,
P!nk expressed similar sentiments. The
“Just Give Me A Reason” singer said that
she was told, “Just be prepared, they don’t
play girls over 35 on top 40 radio. There are
exceptions, but they’re songs, not artists —
unless you’re Beyoncé.” But even that last
exception wasn’t necessarily warranted:
“Break My Soul,” which as of press time, has
peaked at No. 4 on Billboard‘s Radio Songs
chart, is the first song from a Beyoncé album
to hit the chart’s top 10 since her self-titled
set’s “Drunk In Love” rose to No. 6 in 2014.
“Soul” is also Beyoncé’s first solo song to hit
the top 10 on the Pop Airplay listing since
“Sweet Dreams” in 2009.
The beauty of dance music, in terms of
general consumption, is that while the genre
has had its mainstream periods – particularly in the ‘90s diva house era “Soul” calls
back to – it is not inherently reliant on the
politics of radio. Dance music pulses and
percolates in nightclubs, raves, and balls that
stretch into the twinkling wee hours of the
morning. From the underground queer subcultures that informed the disco movement
to house music’s foundation of chosen families, dance music has always thrived outside
of the mainstream. (Dance also had an
undeniable top 40 moment at the beginning
of the 2010s, with the commercial dominance of dubstep and progressive house, but
it was a phenomenon that largely sanitized
the history of dance music and prioritized
straight white male artists and voices over
the genre’s queer Black roots.)
The left-of-mainstream legacy has
evolved in the digital age, with queer pop
music fans often finding community in the
fan bases of their favorite artists. These are
often the most devoted and dedicated fans
these artists have, so forays into a genre that
is inextricably tied to queerness is an understandable move – as these artists’ commercial success becomes increasingly dictated
by their core audience as opposed to the
fleeting adoration of the general public.
DJ and music scholar Lynée Denise
writes of the late 1980s club scene in cities
like Chicago and Detroit, “DJs and house
music producers, some queer and some
straight, were calling on witnesses of the
AIDS crisis to grieve and groove.” These

were records that didn’t have to rely on massive radio conglomerates and callout scores
to determine success. Instead, these records
relied on their ability to bring people to the
dancefloor and enrapture a crowd. In the
same way, when pop divas turn to dance
for late-career musical shifts, the songs are
now reliant on both club play and radio.
Sometimes, their dominance in the club
scene can transcend any tepid reaction
from traditional radio. (Many of the biggest
stars also regularly rely on dance remixes
of their hits from popular DJs to continue
to get even their non-floor-ready hits club
play, a practice established in the ‘90s by the
likes of Mariah Carey, Janet Jackson, and
Madonna.)
The most extreme example of this phenomenon is Eartha Kitt’s “Where Is My
Man.” Originally appearing on her 1984 I
Love Men album, “Where Is My Man” was
initially a France-only release that saw
massive success. The dance track used U.S.
nightclubs and dance markets to buoy its
success in the face of Kitt’s European exile
after she was ostracized for her criticism of
the Vietnam War at a White House dinner
in 1968. “Where Is My Man” went on to earn
Kitt her best-selling single in over 30 years,
her first U.K. chart hit in 28 years, her first
Gold-certified record, and her first appearance on any Billboard chart in 29 years.
Similarly, “A Deeper Love,” Aretha Franklin’s house-inflected cover of the Clivillés
& Cole original, became her first single in
seven years to enter the Billboard Hot 100,
peaking at No. 63 in 1994. “A Deeper Love”
also hit the summit of Billboard’s Dance
Club Songs chart, her first chart-topper
since she scored a pair of leaders in 1985.
Most memorably of these 20th-century
examples, Cher’s “Believe” (1999) soared
all the way to No. 2 on Radio Songs, a highly
rewarding payoff for what was arguably the
starkest musical shift in the then-52-yearold’s career. The beloved song functioned as
Cher’s first true journey to the dancefloor
with its warbling Auto-Tune and anthemic
chorus. “Believe” became arguably the biggest song of her then-nearly-four-decade
hitmaking run, and gifted the icon her first
Grammy Award (for best dance recording).
A little over a decade later, a then-42-year-

old Jennifer Lopez rode the EDM wave
to No. 5 on Radio Songs with the Pitbullassisted “On the Floor” in 2011, her first
record as a lead artist to enter the chart’s top
10 since 2003’s “All I Have” (with LL Cool
J) hit No. 3. The success of these records
spilled over to the Hot 100: “Believe” granted Cher first chart-topper since 1974’s “Dark
Lady” — the longest gap between No. 1 hits
in Hot 100 history — while “On The Floor”
earned Lopez her highest peak since “All I
Have” (No. 1). Finally, Beyoncé’s “Break My
Soul” – which reigns atop the Hot 100 for
the first time this week — is her first leader
as a lead artist since “Single Ladies (Put A
Ring On It)” reached the summit in 2008.
So, as these artists enter new phases of
their career and near middle age, what’s the
draw of dance music? For one, the genre’s
relentless optimism and infectious rhythms
are hard not to be overcome by, regardless
of age. On the other hand, dance music is
arguably the most natural convergence of
the analog and the electronic; the genre
feels at once modern and retro. While
Beyoncé’s “Break My Soul” resides in the
‘90s house built by Robin S.’s “Show Me
Love,” the song ropes in elements of bounce
music (by way of a sample of Big Freedia’s
“Explode”) and rap (Jay-Z appears in the
writing credits) which help it feel fresh and
uniquely Beyoncé. Dance music provides
these artists with fertile ground to explore
different combinations of the classic and the
modern without any feelings of awkwardness or desperation for relevance.
Madonna’s “Hung Up,” with its sample of
ABBA’s seminal “Gimme! Gimme! Gimme!
(A Man After Midnight),” accomplished
something similar back in 2005. Although
Madonna has been largely synonymous with
dance music since her early ‘80s debut, the
track’s disco bent helped evoke a sense of
familiarity after 2003’s more left-field American Life, while Stuart Price’s production
blessed “Hung Up” with a contemporary
feel that helped prevent the song from feeling too retro. Meanwhile, though “On The
Floor” marked a stark musical shift from
the hip-hop-inflected pop&B of Jennifer
Lopez’s biggest hits, the song’s commands
to “dance the night away” fit perfectly in
both a dance-driven period in top 40 and
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within the oeuvre of an entertainer for
whom dance has always been a central
tenet. And most notably, Cher’s “Believe”
helped actively push popular music forward
with its pioneering use of Auto-Tune, while
simultaneously paying tribute to the disco
era that informed the track’s production.
There may be some melancholy coursing
through the lyrics of some of these songs,
but, ultimately, these dance anthems are
records that inspire warmth, catharsis, and
perseverance — themes that are as universal
as they are undeniable.
No analysis of pop music or pop stardom
is complete without appreciating the art of
reinvention. Forays into dance music allow
older pop stars to try something fresh and
new. Beyoncé has dabbled in dance music before, most notably on DJ remixes, 2011’s “Run
the World (Girls),” and 2013’s “Blow,” but
“Break My Soul” finds the Houston singer
going full ‘90s house diva — a complete 180
from the introspective and, at times, overtly
political mood of 2016’s Lemonade. The closest sibling to J. Lo’s “On The Floor” would be
her 1999 chart-topper “Waiting for Tonight,”
but, even then, the 2011 track reached for
harsher EDM beats and a faster tempo after
she spent a decade collaborating within the
R&B and hip-hop worlds. Cher’s “Believe”
was, at the time, a complete departure from
her pop-rock sound – which she continued
successfully with follow-up hits like “Strong
Enough” and “Song For the Lonely.”
Although Lemonade transformed Beyoncé into one of the key sociopolitical
artists of the past decade, “Break My Soul,”
and Renaissance as a whole, find the artist
doing her part to help reclaim the Black and
queer origins of dance music. From releasing “Break My Soul” during Pride Month to
sampling a queer bounce music icon in Big
Freedia, Beyoncé has been highly intentional
in anchoring her foray into dance music with
the goal of honoring the genre’s history. This
is a move that separates “Break My Soul”
from tracks like “On the Floor,” which had
minimal ties to the origins of dance, instead
banking on the EDM genre already being
popular in the mainstream at the time.
Whether or not Beyoncé continues to
dabble in dance from here, the success
of “Break My Soul” proves that this diva

comeback template isn’t going anywhere
any time soon. The song is simply the latest example of a blueprint that has helped
redefine what career longevity looks like for
women in pop music. There is still much
work to be done regarding ageism on Top
40 radio, but this cheat code is one way that
older pop stars can stabilize their footing in
an industry that’s moving faster than ever
before. Although the career trajectories of
pop divas vary widely, they’ve each added
their spin on a blueprint that will surely
become a “new foundation” for future pop
stars to follow.

Grupo Firme Set
for Latin Music
Week 2022 in
Miami
BY GRISELDA FLORES

G

rupo Firme is confirmed for
the 2022 Billboard Latin Music
Week, set to take place Sept. 2630 at the Faena Forum. The regional Mexican supergroup will be participating in one of the various superstar panels
taking place during the week in Miami.
Founded by Caz in Tijuana, Mexico,
in 2013, the group — which straddles the
genres of banda and norteño — is comprised
of Eduin’s brother Jhonny Caz, Abraham Hernández, Joaquín Ruiz, Christian
Gutiérrez, José Rubio and Dylan Camacho.
Touring titans, in 2021, the band secured a
historic booking at Los Angeles’ 20,000-capacity Staples Center as the first Latin act to
perform the most shows in a single calendar year at the venue with seven sold-out
concerts this summer. (The only other artist
who has done more in one year is Adele,
with eight performances in 2016.)
Firme joins the already announced starstudded lineup that includes Romeo Santos, Camilo, Chayanne, Ivy Queen, Nicky
Jam, Eslabon Armado, Bizarrap, Blessd,
Yahritza Y Su Esencia, Luis R. Conriquez,
Ovy on the Drums, Kunno, and The Rivera

Family. More participants will be announced
in the weeks leading up to the 2022 Latin
Music Week. Registration is now open at
BillboardLatinMusicWeek.com.
Additionally, Billboard is partnering with
Urban Outfitters for an exclusive capsule
collection collaboration with rising Latin
artists that will debut at Latin Music Week,
and hits select stores nationwide and online
on Sept. 15.
For 30 years, Billboard Latin Music Week
has been the longest running and biggest
Latin music industry gathering in the world.
After a sold-out 2021 edition that featured
Q&As with Daddy Yankee and Karol G,
as well as show-stopping performances
by Anitta, Rauw Alejandro, and Natti
Natasha, the event returns, coinciding with
Hispanic Heritage Month.
Billboard Latin Music Week will also coincide with the 2022 Billboard Latin Music
Awards on Thursday, Sept. 29, in Miami.
The Billboard Latin Music Awards will
broadcast live on Telemundo, and will also
broadcast simultaneously on the Spanish
entertainment cable network, Universo, and
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean on Telemundo Internacional.

Beatport
Unveils Initial
Programming
for Inaugural
ReConnect
Summit
BY BILLBOARD STAFF

B

eatport has announced the first
phase of programming for its first
ever ReConnect summit, happening this September 21-22 in
Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
Electronic scene stars deadmau5 and
Richie Hawtin lead the programming, with
the artists taking part in a conversation
regarding Web3 and their recently launched
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Web3 company, PIXELYNX. Additional artist speakers include A-Trak, Coco & Breezy,
Eris Drew, Giolì & Assia, Kerri Chandler,
Natalia Clavier, Octo Octa and UNiiQU3.
Additional artists will be announced ahead
of the event.
The event will also feature representatives from organizations from across the
electronic industry and beyond including
Meta, industry advocacy group Association for Electronic Music, law firm Reed
Smith LLP, music partnership agency MAC
Presents, CAA, Red Light Management,
streaming platform Audius, Disruptor
Records and representatives from various
labels, distributors and tech platforms. See
the complete phase one lineup below.
Attendees will also be able to access
wellness programming hosted by The Art
of Areté, a breathwork session hosted by
Natalia Clavier of Thievery Corporation
and programming from advocacy organizations DanceSafe, shesaid.so, and Women In
Music, who will host workshops on topics
ranging from harm reduction to fostering
independent artists.
ReConnect will take place at Superior
Ingredients, an event space and independent nightclub in the heart of Williamsburg.
Two day passes for ReConnect start at $225,
with single day passes running $125. Tickets
include access to daytime talks, keynotes,
workshops, rooftop DJ sets, and nightly
events including DJ sets from a lineup
of artists to be announced in the coming
weeks.
Beatport launched the ReConnect brand
in 2020 during the pandemic, with the goal
of uniting the music community and various
charities. It has hosted two global livestream
events events benefiting those affected by
COVID-19, raising over $260,000 in total.
In 2020, ReConnect also hosted a fundraising initiative for those affected by the explosion in Beirut, Lebanon in August 2020
explosion and for mental health organization You Are Not Alone.

Beyoncé Triples
Up Atop Artist
100, Hot 100 &
Billboard 200
Charts for
First Time
BY XANDER ZELLNER

B

eyoncé triples up at No. 1 on the
Billboard Artist 100, Billboard
Hot 100 and Billboard 200
charts (dated Aug. 13), ruling as
the top musical act with both the No. 1 song
and album in the U.S. for the first time.
Beyoncé tops the Artist 100 for the first
time, dating to the chart’s 2014 launch,
thanks to her new LP Renaissance. The LP
launches as the superstar’s seventh No.
1 on the Billboard 200 albums chart, with
332,000 equivalent album units earned in
the July 29-Aug. 4 tracking week, according
to Luminate. The set scores the second-largest weekly total for an album this year, after
the opening week of Harry Styles’ Harry’s
House (521,000) in June. It’s also the first
album by a woman released in 2022 to rule
the chart.
On the Hot 100, the album’s first single,
“Break My Soul,” vaults 6-1, becoming
Beyoncé’s eighth solo No. 1. She had last
led in a lead role with “Single Ladies (Put a
Ring on It)” in 2008-09. Concurrently, all 16
tracks from the set rank on the survey.
Beyoncé is the fifth woman to lead the
Artist 100, Hot 100 and Billboard 200 charts
simultaneously, after Taylor Swift (who has
done so for 10 weeks), Adele (nine), Ariana
Grande (two) and Camila Cabello (one).
Drake has spent a record 16 weeks atop all
three tallies simultaneously.
Elsewhere on the Artist 100, ATEEZ
re-enter at No. 5, a new high, thanks to the
group’s new album The World EP.1 : Movement, which opens as the act’s first top 10, at
No. 3, on the Billboard 200 (50,000 units).
Plus, Grateful Dead return to the Artist

100’s top 10, re-entering the chart at No. 7,
thanks to a pair of new albums that debut on
the Billboard 200: Dave’s Picks Volume 43:
San Francisco, 11/2/69 – Dallas, 12/26/69, at
No. 11, and The Lyceum Theatre London, England 5/26/72, at No. 166. The titles earn the
group its 112th and 113th career entries on the
Billboard 200, dating to its first in 1967.
The Artist 100 measures artist activity
across key metrics of music consumption,
blending album and track sales, radio airplay
and streaming to provide a weekly multidimensional ranking of artist popularity.

Fetty Wap
Arrested
for Making
Death Threat,
Pointing Gun on
FaceTime Call
BY BILL DONAHUE

F

etty Wap was arrested Monday
morning (Aug. 8) for pointing a gun
and threatening to kill someone
on a FaceTime call while awaiting
trial on federal drug charges.
Federal prosecutors asked a judge to
revoke bail last week, citing a video call in
which the “Trap Queen” rapper (real name
Willie Junior Maxwell II) allegedly pointed
a gun at the camera, threatened to kill the
person on the other end, and called someone else a “rat.”
The rapper was taken into custody Monday in Newark, according to a spokesman
for the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern
District of New York, and his $500,000 bail
was revoked later in the day at a federal
courthouse on Long Island.
Fetty Wap was arrested in late October
at Rolling Loud New York, charged along
with several others with conspiracy to distribute and possess illegal drugs including
heroin, fentanyl and cocaine. At the time,
prosecutors called the operation “a multi-
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million-dollar bicoastal drug distribution organization” that had transported more than
100 kilograms of narcotics from California
and distributed them on Long Island. If convicted, he faces a lifetime prison sentence.
After pleading not guilty to the charges,
the rapper was released from jail in November on a $500,000 bond. But according
to last week’s filing, he quickly violated the
terms of that release during a December call
on FaceTime with an unidentified “John
Doe” recipient.
“During this video, the defendant is
shown holding a gun and pointing it towards
John Doe,” a federal agent wrote in an
affidavit attached to the motion to revoke
bond. “The defendant then says to John
Doe ‘Imma kill you and everybody you
with,’ which he then repeats one more time.
The defendant then continues to threaten
John Doe, saying ‘I’m gonna kill you,’ a
threat which he repeats several more times
throughout the video call. Additionally, after
John Doe called the defendant a rat, the
defendant responded by saying, ‘Your man
is a rat.”
The filing included screenshots of the call
that allegedly show the rapper brandishing
the handgun. It’s unclear why the video took
nearly 9 months to surface.
The revocation of bond means that Fetty
Wap will remain in jail until he faces trial.
A trial date has not yet been scheduled.
His attorneys did not immediately return a
request for comment on Monday.

The Pogues
Bassist Darryl
Hunt Dead at 72:
‘We Are Saddened
Beyond Words’
BY GLENN ROWLEY

T

he Pogues took to social media on
Tuesday morning (Aug. 9) to share
the sad news that their longtime
bassist Darryl Hunt had passed
away. He was 72.
“We are saddened beyond words. Our
Darryl passed away yesterday afternoon in
London,” the band wrote alongside a black
and white photo of a younger Hunt. “Darryl
Gatwick Hunt 04/05/1950 – 08/08/2022… ‘I
know you want to hear me catch my breath/
I love you till the end.’”
Hailing from Dorset, England, Hunt initially joined the Irish punk-folk act in 1986
following the departure of Cait O’Riordan,
who left the band and later married Elvis
Costello. He played on five of The Pogues’
albums starting with 1988’s If I Should Fall
from Grace with God all the way through
1996’s Pogue Mahone and remained with the
band when they reunited from 2001 to 2014.
The musician’s song “Love You ‘Till the
End,” which the band referenced in their
tribute, gained its own notoriety after it was
featured as a sort of musical through-line
in the 2007 romantic drama P.S. I Love You
starring Hilary Swank and Gerard Butler.
Last December, The Pogues made their
annual return to the Official U.K. Singles
Chart thanks to their iconic 1987 single
“Fairytale of New York” featuring Kirsty
MacColl. While the song managed to peak
at No. 4 on the chart published Dec. 31,
2021, BBC Radio 1 announced the year
prior that it would no longer play the original version of the hit due to its derogatory
and potentially offensive lyrics regarding
gender and sexuality.

Hot 100
First-Timers:
Jax Debuts
With BodyPositivity Anthem
‘Victoria’s Secret’
BY XANDER ZELLNER

P

op singer-songwriter and American Idol alum Jax makes her
first visit to the Billboard Hot
100 chart (dated Aug. 13), thanks
to her feel-good, body-positivity single
“Victoria’s Secret.”
The song, released on Atlantic Records,
debuts at No. 83 with 5.6 million U.S.
streams (up 68%) and 7,000 downloads
sold (up 35%) in the July 29-Aug. 4 tracking
week, according to Luminate. It jumps 5-1
on the Digital Song Sales chart (which factors weekly sales and Complete My Album
returns in the iTunes Store, and corresponding deductions to the volume of tracks purchased during the tracking week), earning
Jax her first No. 1 on any Billboard chart.
Sings Jax (real name: Jackie Miskanic) in
the biting but buoyant guitar-based track,
which she co-wrote, “I know Victoria’s secret, and girl, you wouldn’t believe / She’s an
old man who lives in Ohio, making money off
of girls like me.”
The gains for “Victoria’s Secret” can be
attributed in part to buzz on TikTok, where
the song has soundtracked nearly 30,000
clips. In one such viral video, which has
over 37 million views, Jax says she wrote the
song for a child whom she babysits who was
bullied about her weight. In another, with
over 4 million views, Jax led a flashmob outside an actual Victoria’s Secret location.
Jax has also drawn clicks on TikTok
with parodies of Olivia Rodrigo’s “Drivers
License,” Ariana Grande’s “7 Rings,” Miley
Cyrus’ “Party in the U.S.A.” and more. One
ode, “Update from Avril Lavigne & Sk8er Boi
18 years later,” has over 15 million views on
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the platform.
While Jax is a relative newcomer to Billboard‘s charts, she earned her initial break
in 2015 when she competed on American
Idol. The East Brunswick, N.J., native
finished third that year, after Nick Fradiani
and Clark Beckham. During her Idol run,
she performed hits by Paramore, The Who,
Alicia Keys, Janis Joplin, Kelly Clarkson
and even Adam Sandler, among others, and
in the season’s Hot 100-themed week she
sang Lady Gaga’s 2009 No. 1 “Poker Face.”
“I love musical theater, and when I came (to
East Brunswick), I fell into the rock & roll
scene,” she told Billboard at the time. “I was
in little garage bands with boys and stuff like
that. But it pushed me into the professional
scene. I was able to put my full focus in to
music since I was in sixth grade.”
Jax first appeared on a Billboard chart in
2017, when her EP Funny reached No. 17 on
Heatseekers Albums. She returned with her
single “Like My Father,” which climbed to
No. 33 on the Adult Pop Airplay chart in November 2021. That ballad sparked her debut
on Emerging Artists a year ago this week
and now, powered by her biggest hit yet,
reaches a new No. 3 high on the latest list.
Jax signed to Atlantic in January 2021.
“Victoria’s Secret” is her second release
with the label, after “Like My Father.”

ATEEZ &
Benny Blanco,
BTS, Snoop Dogg
Debut on
Hot Trending
Songs Chart
BY XANDER ZELLNER

O

n Billboard‘s latest Hot Trending Songs chart (dated Aug. 13),
powered by Twitter, Ha Sungwoon and Jimin’s “With You’
tallies a seventh week at No. 1, tying SB19‘s
“Bazinga” for the second-longest reign since
the list launched last October.
“With You” leads with 1.5 million Twitter
mentions in the July 29-Aug. 4 tracking
week (up 8%), according to Twitter. Dating
to the chart’s start, only BTS‘ “Butter” has
spent more time at No. 1 (20 weeks) than
“With You” and “Bazinga.”
Among the chart’s new entries are
ATEEZ‘s “Guerrilla,” at No. 2. It earns the
group its second entry, after the No. 6-peaking “The Real” in December. The new
song appears on the act’s The World EP.1
: Movement, which debuts at No. 3 on the
Billboard 200 with 50,000 equivalent album units, according to Luminate, marking
ATEEZ’s first top 10 on the survey.
Plus, Benny Blanco, BTS and Snoop
Dogg‘s new single “Bad Decisions” debuts
at No. 6 on Hot Trending Songs, arriving as
Blanco and Snoop Dogg’s first entry apiece
and BTS’ ninth. The song was released Aug.
5 and is slated to debut on multiple Aug.
20-dated charts following its first week of
availability.
Billboard‘s Hot Trending Songs charts,
powered by Twitter and sponsored by Capital
One, track global music-related trends and
conversations in real-time across Twitter, viewable over either the last 24 hours
or past seven days. A weekly, 20-position
version of the chart, covering activity from
Friday through Thursday of each week, posts

alongside Billboard‘s other weekly charts
on Billboard.com each Tuesday. The charts
highlight buzz around new releases, award
shows, festival moments, music nostalgia and
more. Hot Trending Songs is unique in that
it tracks what songs people are talking about,
not necessarily what they’re listening to.
Keep visiting Billboard.com for the
constantly evolving Hot Trending Songs
rankings, and check in each Tuesday for the
latest weekly chart.

Dylan Scott Rides
His ‘New Truck’ to
No. 1 on Country
Airplay Chart
BY JIM ASKER

D

ylan Scott accomplishes his
second No. 1 on Billboard‘s
Country Airplay chart as “New
Truck” revs to the top of the list
dated Aug. 13.
In the week ending Aug. 7, the song
increased by 8% to 25.7 million in reach, according to Luminate.
On Billboard‘s streaming-, airplay-and
sales-based Hot Country Songs survey,
“Truck” rolls 15-13 for a new best. It drew 1.9
million U.S. streams (up 6%) and sold 1,000
downloads (up 5%) in the tracking week
ending Aug. 4.
“Truck” was written by Ashley Gorley,
HARDY, Ben Johnson and Hunter Phelps.
It’s the lead single from Scott’s second LP,
the 16-track Livin’ My Best Life, released
Aug. 5.
“I’m just so grateful to have another No.
1 song,” Scott tells Billboard. “Thank you
to country radio and thank you to the fans.
Blessed to get to sing country music!”
The 31-year-old from Bastrop, La., scored
his first Country Airplay No. 1 with “My
Girl” for a week in July 2017. He boasts two
other top 10s: “Nobody,” which reached
No. 2 in June 2021, and “Hooked” (No. 2,
September 2018).
‘5 Foot 9’ Is 6
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Tyler Hubbard notches his first Hot
Country Songs top 10 as a soloist as “5 Foot
9” jumps 11-6. The track, which Hubbard
wrote with Jaren Johnston (of The Cadillac
Three) and Chase McGill, drew 10.9 million
impressions (up 13%) and ranks at No. 18 on
Country Airplay. It also corralled 8.2 million
streams (up 13%) and sold 2,000 downloads
(up 7%) in the tracking week.
For Hubbard – who is half of duo Florida
Georgia Line, with Brian Kelley – “5 Foot 9”
follows “Undivided,” his collaboration with
Tim McGraw that reached No. 23 on Hot
Country Songs in January 2021, as well as
No. 16 on Country Airplay.
FGL has rolled up six Hot Country Songs
No. 1s among 20 top 10s, starting with the
pair’s debut smash “Cruise,” which dominated for 24 weeks in 2012-13.
The twosome has notched 16 leaders
among 19 Country Airplay top 10s, also
starting with “Cruise,” for three weeks in
2012. The tandem most recently topped
Country Airplay as featured on Chase Rice’s
“Drinkin’ Beer. Talkin’ God. Amen.,” for a
week last August. The song followed FGL’s
own “Long Live,” which ruled for one frame
in April 2021. On Hot Country Songs, the
tracks reached Nos. 3 and 4, respectively.
‘Truth’ Doesn’t Hurt
Mitchell Tenpenny adds his third Country
Airplay top 10 as “Truth About You” lifts
11-10 (17.9 million, up 10%). The song, which
he wrote with Matt Alderman and Thomas
Archer, is the lead single from Tenpenny’s
20-song set This Is Heavy, due Sept. 16.
“Truth” is one of two Tenpenny titles
inside the Country Airplay top 10. His teamup with Chris Young, “At the End of This
Bar,” pushes 7-6 for a new high (20.2 million,
up 6%).
Tenpenny banked his first top 10 with his
initial entry, “Drunk Me,” which climbed to
No. 2 in December 2018.
From Tornillo to Top 10
Whiskey Myers’ Tornillo debuts at No.
10 On Top Country Albums, awarding the
Texas outfit its fourth top 10. Released July
29, the set earned 12,000 equivalent album
units, with 10,000 in album sales, in its first
week.
The 12-song album (Tornillo is a town in
El Paso County, Texas) follows the group’s

Top Country Albums No. 1, its 2019 selftitled LP. The act’s first top 10, 2014’s Early
Morning Shakes, arrived at its No. 10 high,
followed by Mud, which started at its No. 4
peak in October 2016.
On Americana/Folk Albums, Tornillo
launches at No. 3, marking the band’s third
top 10, after Whiskey Myers (No. 1) and Mud
(No. 6).

J Balvin to
Headline 2022
NFL Kickoff
Concert Ahead
of Bills Vs. Rams
Game

com/2022kickoff.
The NFL Kickoff Concert will follow Balvin’s return to the 2022 VMA stage on Aug.
28, where he will perform “Nivel de Perreo”
with Colombian newcomer Ryan Castro.
This will mark Balvin’s first VMA performance since his 2019 collaboration with Bad
Bunny on “Qué Pretendes.” If Balvin — who
is a five-time nominee — wins, he’ll become
the most-awarded Latin artist in VMA history; he’s currently tied for that distinction
with Ricky Martin.

Eminem
Challenges
Beyonce for U.K.
Albums Chart Title
BY LARS BRANDLE

BY JESSICA ROIZ

J

Balvin is set to headline the 2022 NFL
Kickoff Concert at the NFL Kickoff
Experience ahead of the Buffalo Bills
versus Los Angeles Rams game on
Sept. 8.
“I got a glimpse of the incredible NFL
fandom during the Super Bowl Halftime performance in Miami in 2020,” Balvin said in a
press statement. “That year we closed things
out with a great game and a massive party.
This season, to kick things off, we’re celebrating even harder and getting even louder.”
Presented by Verizon, the NFL Kickoff
event will take place on at Alamitos Beach in
Long Beach. Doors to the free and open-tothe-public event will open at noon PT, and
Balvin’s performance is slated for 4 p.m. PT.
The full performance will be streamed
on NFL.com, the NFL app, and select NFL
social media platforms. Parts of J Balvin’s
performance will also be televised on NBC
and NFL Network’s pregame show coverage.
Additionally, the NFL Kickoff Experience will offer the attendees interactive
games, photo opportunities with the Vince
Lombardi Trophy, all 56 Super Bowl rings,
and more. Registration for free tickets is
required via the official website at nfl.

S

hady’s back, and he wants another
U.K. No. 1.
Eminem could get what he wants
with Curtain Call 2 (via Interscope),
which dropped last Friday (Aug. 5) and is
well-placed for a run to the chart summit.
Based on midweek sales and streaming
data, Curtain Call 2 is the U.K.’s No. 2 album,
less than 100 combined units behind the
leader, Beyonce’s Renaissance (Columbia/
Parkwood Entertainment), the Official
Charts Company reports.
Curtain Call 2 is the sequel to Em’s 2005
career retrospective Curtain Call: The Hits,
which remains in the Top 20 after 512 weeks
on the chart, a stretch that has included five
weeks at No. 1.
With Curtain Call 2, the Detroit hip-hop
star can extend on his record ten U.K. No. 1
albums to his name, all consecutive, dating
back to 2000’s The Marshall Mathers LP. No
other act in U.K. chart history has ruled the
chart with as many album titles in a row.
Meanwhile, Beyonce’s Renaissance leads
the Official Chart Update, and is on track
for a second week at No. 1, while Calvin
Harris is chasing a fifth Top 5 album, with
Funk Wav Bounces Vol. 2 (Columbia), opening at No. 5 on the chart blast.
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ABBA’s Gold: Greatest Hits (Polydor) is
on the rise following news of a 30th anniversary edition. Gold is slated for the reissue
treatment Sept. 23 in several new formats,
including special 2LP picture disc. The
Swedish superstars’ hits compilation has
lived on the chart for a record 1,057 weeks.
Further down the list, metal group Dub
War could bag their first U.K. Top 20 with
Westgate Under Fire (Earache), their third
studio album. It’s new at No. 12 on the midweek chart.
Finally, Neil Young and Promise of the
Real is set to start at No. 14 with Noise &
Flowers (Reprise), recorded during their
2019 European tour, while U.S. ska outfit
The Interrupters could impact the chart
for the first time with In the Wild (Hellcat),
their fourth studio album. It’s new at No. 17
on the chart update.
The Official U.K. Albums Chart is published late Friday.

KSI and Tom
Grennan Eye
No. 1 Debut on
U.K. Chart With
‘Not Over Yet’
BY LARS BRANDLE

L

F System’s five-week reign over
the U.K. singles chart could come
to an abrupt halt, thanks to a faststarting KSI and Tom Grennan
collaboration.
With an advantage of less than 1,000
chart units, “Not Over Yet,” a motivational
masterclass by KSI and Tom Grennan, leads
the midweek chart.
If it stays on course, “Not Over Yet” will
provide the first leader for either act.
LF System can’t be ruled out with their
disco-fueled hit “Afraid To Feel,” which has
dominated the singles survey for more than
a month, and is currently in second place on
the chart blast.
The much-loved Australian soap Neigh-

bours has come to an end after 37 years, with
an all-star farewell and more than a few
tears. Following its finale on UK TV, Kylie
Minogue and Jason Donovan’s 1988 No. 1
single “Especially For You” could return to
the U.K. Top 40, at No. 15.
Finally, DJ Khaled, Drake and Lil Baby’s
reimagined cut of the Bee Gees’ “Staying
Alive” could dance its way into the Top 20.
Based on midweek sales and streaming data
published by the Official Charts Company,
the hip-hop collab could land at No. 17.
The Official U.K. Singles Chart is published late Friday.

Kenan Thompson
to Host 2022
Emmy Awards
BY HILARY LEWIS

K

enan Thompson is set to host
the 2022 Emmy Awards, it was
announced Tuesday (Aug. 9).
The Saturday Night Live star
will emcee the ceremony airing on NBC and
streaming live on Peacock on Monday, Sept.
12.
“Being a part of this incredible evening
where we honor the best of the television
community is ridiculously exciting, and to
do it on NBC — my longtime network family
— makes it even more special,” Thompson
said in a statement. “Like all TV fans, I
can’t wait to see the stars from my favorite
shows.”
NBCUniversal Television and Streaming
executive vice president of live events, Jen
Neal, added, “Kenan is well-regarded as
one of funniest, likeable and accomplished
performers of the last two decades and his
tenure on Saturday Night Live speaks for itself. We know he’ll bring an excitement and
professionalism to the Emmy Awards that a
show of this stature deserves.”
This fall, Thompson is set to begin
his 20th season on SNL, where he is the
longest-running cast member. The actor,
comedian and producer got his start on
Nickelodeon’s All That, followed by the

popular spin-off Kenan and Kel.
He recently starred in the NBC comedy
series Kenan, which was canceled after two
seasons. His other credits include Paramount’s Clifford the Big Red Dog, Disney+’s
Home Sweet Home Alone, Netflix’s Adam
Sandler film Hubie Halloween, D2: The
Mighty Ducks, Good Burger, Heavyweights,
My Boss’s Daughter, Barbershop 2 and more.
Thompson himself is an Emmy winner,
taking home the award for outstanding
original music and lyrics (shared with SNL
co-star Chris Redd, writer Will Stephen
and composer Eli Brueggemann) in 2018
for the SNL ’90s R&B parody “Come Back,
Barack.” The six-time nominee has been
nominated three times as a supporting actor
for SNL and last year was double-nominated
for the NBC sketch comedy series and for
his lead role in Kenan.
The 2022 Emmy Awards is set to air live
coast-to-coast from the Microsoft Theater
at L.A. Live at 8 p.m. ET/5 p.m. PT on Monday, Sept. 12. The Creative Arts ceremonies
will take place over two nights earlier that
month, on Saturday, Sept. 3 and Sunday,
Sept. 4.
This year’s Emmy nominations are led
by Succession with 25 nods, followed by Ted
Lasso and The White Lotus, with 20 apiece.
Thompson is represented by UTA, Michael Goldman, Del Shaw Moonves Tanaka
Finkelstein Lezcano Bobb & Dang.
—Tyler Coates contributed to this story
This article was originally published by
The Hollywood Reporter.

